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INTRODUCTION
The following memorandum summarizes our assessment of real estate market conditions for the
redevelopment of property at the 2nd Street, 5th Street, and Kingshighway intersections along Clark Street in
the City of St. Charles. It is intended as an addendum item to the market study completed by Development
Strategies, which provides detailed descriptions, designs, and analysis of various development concepts for
each intersection. These market conclusions and redevelopment concepts are considered in the context of
the recent “Complete Streets” study for Clark Street provided by Alta Planning and Design and the benefits of
new shared‐use path infrastructure, as well as improved multi‐modal connectivity.
Market analysis is an important step in identifying development opportunities because it provides market‐
based conclusions that directly impact our evaluation of a project’s financial feasibility. In essence, it helps
determine the degree to which different types of developments can secure private financing, often leading to
a conclusion of what is possible, what is not possible, and what could be possible with policy interventions,
public/private partnerships, and/or support from institutions and/or foundations.
Because market analysis was an important part of the Frenchtown Great Streets plan and is also applicable to
the Clark Street intersections, we have utilized our previously completed research and analysis from that
planning effort to inform the market strategy and feasibility analysis for these intersections. This memo
summarizes some of the key findings from the Great Streets Plan and provides basic market conclusions
specific to these three intersections. The full market analysis for Frenchtown Great Streets is available in the
existing conditions report from the planning team led by Design Workshop.
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
St. Charles is a very marketable city, but it faces steep competition from peer communities with similar
amenities and more land available for development. It is—like many cities—also experiencing a demographic
shift that is increasing the number of older households and reducing the number of younger non‐family
households. Though addressing this demographic shift is a regional and national challenge, the issue must be
prioritized locally as the long‐term future of the city relies on its ability to attract and retain younger
households, as well as empty nesters.
A greater share of the city’s future growth will occur through the redevelopment of existing residential and
commercial areas. These challenging projects will require more active involvement and planning on behalf of
the city. Many neighboring communities are benefiting from the presence of greenfield sites which are
generally easier and less costly to develop. While St. Charles has benefited from this in the past, in the future,
it may need to actively encourage reinvestment with community‐supported plans and interventions such as
site assembly or use of financial incentives.
Our market analysis for Frenchtown has indicated that the greatest development opportunity is for new
housing, particularly market rate rental housing. This is also true of property at the three intersections.
There are approximately 6,400 rental households in the primary market area that could afford rents above
$1,000 per month, which is a general threshold for supporting market rate development (or redevelopment).
Market support for for‐sale products is even stronger, with 10,000 households able to pay $300,000 or more,
but most of that demand is met with single‐family homes and other detached housing products, which are
less suitable for these sites.
Based on this analysis and a target market demand analysis, we estimated more than 900 new housing units
could be developed within the broader Frenchtown neighborhood during the next decade. It is, however,
important to note that a limited number of households can afford rents high enough to support new
apartment construction with a large structured parking component. Typically, apartment rents of about
$1.50 per square foot are sufficient for new construction with surface parking, while rents at or approaching
$2.00 per square foot are required for new construction with structured parking.
In the case of the three intersections, new development at the intersection of 2nd and Clark or Main and Clark
has estimated achievable rents of $1.75 per square foot based on the completed demand analysis and a
review of comparable properties. Achievable rents for the other two intersections are lower at $1.50 per
square foot because they do not share the same proximity to amenities as the first site.
Other uses have more limited potential in the near‐term. Retail gap analysis shows that the market area has
a competitive advantage in terms of restaurant and bars as these establishments are drawing a large number
of customers from outside the market area, making them an important part of the neighborhood’s future
redevelopment strategy. However, much of the area is heavily over‐retailed, indicating there is a need to
concentrate investment in select nodes.
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Despite limitations in the market, each intersection has potential for new retail space due to their high
visibility and proximity to other retail destinations. Achievable triple‐net rents for new retail space range
from $18 per square foot at Kingshighway and Clark to $25 per square foot at Main and Clark. Renovated
retail space has lower achievable rents—roughly $14 to $16 per square foot.
Demand for new office space is limited to smaller‐scale creative industries or medical office space, which
makes new office construction very unlikely in the near term. New hotels or other accommodations may

also be marketable in Frenchtown, but is limited to a new chain brand with visibility from Highway 370
or B&Bs in historic properties.
For these reasons, development concepts considered for the three intersections include mixed‐use
apartment and retail developments, for‐sale townhomes, new retail, and adaptive reuses of existing
structures. Some of these concepts require structured parking components due to various site limitations,
while others have surface parking. Details regarding each development concept and conclusions regarding
their financial feasibility are provided in the following section.

DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

North 2nd and Clark Streets
Three development concepts were provided for properties around the intersection of North 2nd and Clark
streets. The vision is new mixed‐use development that takes advantage of bicycle and roadway
improvements along Clark Street, as well the potential redevelopment of the adjacent ACF property, and
creates a highly visible and active gateway into Frenchtown from Main Street. Much of the consideration
behind these development concepts is the strong need for additional and replacement parking to serve
potential users of a redeveloped ACF property, Main Street St. Charles, and St. Charles County employees.
Two scenarios involve the complete or large‐scale redevelopment of the city block bounded by North 2nd

Street to the west, Clark Street to the north, Main Street to the east, and Adams Street to the south, as
well as new development on the Foundry Arts Center parking lot on the east side of Riverside Drive.
The first scenario involves a total of 170 new apartments units, nearly 27,000 square feet of first floor retail,
and 650 structured parking spaces spread across the two sites, as well as new green space on the existing
surface parking lot between the two properties. The second scenario includes the construction of 190
apartment units, 28,000 square feet of retail space, and 1,030 structured parking spaces.
As completed, the first development scenario has an estimated total value of nearly $47.6 million. Excluding
costs associated with the new park, total development costs were also estimated at $55.6 million, resulting in
a $8.0 million shortfall, or gap of about 14%. With an estimated total value of $54.7 million and total costs of
$71.1 million, the gap for the second development scenario is $16.4 million, or 23%. These gaps indicate that
either project is unlikely to occur without significant public intervention such as development incentives or
other assistance. However, most of the gap is due to the need for a large public parking component that
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would serve other properties in the vicinity. Providing assistance through direct subsidy or long‐term parking
leases would greatly reduce these gaps.
The third scenario is considerably lower impact and involves the infill construction of 13 new for‐sale
townhome units on existing surface parking lots with no new development on the Foundry Arts Center lot.
These developments would have an estimated value of $5.9 million and development costs of $7.5 million,
leaving a gap of $1.6 million, or 22%. It would also worsen parking issues by removing up to 130 surface
parking spaces while providing only nominal increases in public fiscal revenue.

North 5th and Clark Streets
Three additional development concepts were provided for properties near the intersection of North 5th and
Clark streets. The vision for this intersection is a vibrant mixed‐use neighborhood retail and commercial node
that provides local residents with marketable commercial services at a key intersection. Potential uses
include new housing and retail, but could also include the adaptive reuse of existing historic and non‐historic
properties.
Two scenarios involve large‐scale mixed‐use redevelopments on the blocks along the west side of North 5th
Street and the former school’s green space, with adaptive reuses of buildings east of 5th Street. The first
scenario involves the demolition of existing improvements and new construction of 150 apartment units,
14,000 square feet of retail, and structured parking on the former school green space. The second scenario
removes the former school from consideration and consists of the redevelopment of the sites along the west
side of 5th Street into 130 apartment units above 6,600 square feet of retail and podium parking.
As completed, first development scenario has an estimated total value of $25.0 million, while total
development costs are $30.7 million, indicating a feasibility gap of $5.7 million, or 19 percent. The total
estimated value for the second development scenario is estimated at $20.6 million, while total development
costs are $26.4 million, resulting in a feasibility gap of $5.8 million, or 22%. This indicates these projects are
unlikely to occur without numerous public interventions such as development incentives or other assistance.
The third scenario is considerably smaller in scale and includes the demolition of the former auto repair shop
on the northwest corner and new construction of 12,400 square feet of new multi‐tenant retail space, with
adaptive reuses and other façade improvements to existing neighboring properties. The new retail
development has an estimated value of $2.6 million and development cost of $2.2 million, indicating it is
privately financeable.

Kingshighway and Clark
The vision for this intersection is the creation of a small, but vibrant, neighborhood retail and commercial
node that provides local residents with marketable commercial services at an important and greatly
revamped intersection per plans provided by Alta Planning and Design. Potential uses include new housing
and retail, but also involves the adaptive reuse of the former gas station as a small café or restaurant.
Two scenarios are provided. The first assumes the complete redevelopment of the deteriorated property
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owned by Lindenwood University on the southeast corner into a mixed‐use residential and retail property
containing 30 apartments and 4,000 square feet of corner retail. It also includes the adaptive reuse of the
former gas station. This scenario requires vacating North 9th Street between Adams and Clark streets, as well
as a shared parking agreement with the University. This development scenario has an estimated total value
of $3.0 million and development costs of $3.3 million, resulting in a small feasibility gap of $300,000 and
indicating that some incentives may be required for the project to occur.
The second scenario also involves the demolition of University‐owned property, but new development on
this site would consist only of a 5,400‐square foot retail property. This scenario also includes the adaptive
reuse of the gas station and the new construction of seven for‐sale townhomes facing North 9th Street
between Clark and Kingshighway. The new retail development has an estimated value of $1.02 million and
development cost of $1.0 million, indicating it is financially feasible and would be privately financeable, while
the townhomes have an estimated feasibility gap of $1.1 million, or 24%, indicating this type of development
is highly unlikely without significant public subsidy or incentive.
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MARKET ASSESSMENT

Residential For-Sale Supply
Residential areas immediately adjacent to the study area contain some of the lowest value housing in St.
Charles, though much of that is due to the older and more modest housing stock that is located there.
Historic homes that are more stately and well‐maintained will often sell for prices that are more consistent
with the newer, larger, suburban‐style homes located in other parts of the city and county. This indicates that
there is potential for newly renovated and updated housing, but this will be limited by the availability of this
type of housing stock.
The for‐sale housing market in St. Charles consists primarily of single‐family homes, with very few attached‐
style for‐sale housing options. The graphic below provides information regarding some of the newest and
closest for‐sale condominium and townhome options, indicating sale prices that range from about $100 to
$215 per square foot for attached housing. The most relevant comparable property is the new townhomes
on Main Street that are priced from $155 to $202 per square foot, revealing a reasonable price range for new
for‐sale products along Clark Street.

Comparable For-Sale Properties
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Residential Rental Supply
New rental housing supply in St. Charles is typically dominated by more suburban products with walk‐up
apartment buildings and surface parking, which are less appropriate for the neighborhood. However, a few
new apartment properties are offering a more urban typology that is higher density, includes some
structured parking, and contains some retail or other land uses. These properties are generating significantly
higher rents than other new properties in St. Charles market, with rents at the Residences at Streets of St.
Charles ranging from $1.41 to $1.65 per square foot and $1.66 to $1.77 per square foot at 5300 Centre. It is
likely that a new similar product on Clark, particularly one near Main Street, could achieve rents at or above
these properties.
Comparable Rental Properties

Residential Demand
Conventional residential demand quantifies the number of households in a given study area that can afford
rent rates and home values at various price points based on household income. Within the primary market
area, more than 4,400 households can afford rents ranging from about $1,000 to $1,600—key price points
that will typically support new apartment development—with some additional support from households that
can afford rents of $1,800 to $2,200.
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Residential Rental Demand by Product Pricing

Support for for‐sale housing is even greater, with more than 10,000 households able to afford homes priced
above $300,000, which is generally consistent with existing supply in the PMA and is also generally sufficient
to support the cost of new construction depending on its size and quality. It is also important to note that
there is considerable demand for housing oriented to low‐ and moderate‐income households.

Residential For‐Sale Demand by Product Pricing
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Retail Supply
Standard real estate data such as lease rates, vacancy, and the amount of new construction provides valuable
information about the strength of the local market place. In general, vacancy rates above 10% are cause for
concern and lease rates less than $16 per square foot likely mean that landlords will not make major
investments in rehabbing existing properties, which presents a challenge for corridors like Clark Street with
an older building stock that requires continual maintenance and/or substantial renovation. At the same time,
though higher lease rates may support new construction, they can also limit opportunities for locally‐owned
businesses.
Basic indictors show that the St. Charles retail market is relatively healthy and performing on par with peer
cities on most metrics. Average lease rates across all communities are approximately $13 to $14 per square
foot, although the price varies greatly by product type and location, with new construction at the Streets of
St. Charles asking in the range of $20 to $30 per square foot and a reported vacancy rate of just 2.7 percent.
Current asking rates for retail space in New Town—St. Charles’ new urbanist community—typically range
from $14 to $16 per square foot and has few reported vacancies. However, most of the space is owner‐
occupant and vacancies are not reported for these types of properties.
The broad range of rents and nearby retail types is shown in the following graphic.

Comparable Retail Properties within the City
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Wentzville has the smallest amount of retail space, but also boasts the lowest vacancy rate, while most other
communities are in the range of 5% to 8%. St. Peters is capturing the largest amount of new retail
construction, with more square footage since 2010 than St. Charles, O’Fallon, and Wentzville combined.
Relevant retail data for St. Charles and other peer cities is provided in the following table and graphic.
Within the surrounding neighborhood, rents are estimated to be $13 to $14 per square foot, a level at which
landlords can afford to provide basic maintenance, but likely not enough to enable major rehab and
reinvestment. However, new construction is likely to achieve significantly higher rents that are more
consistent with levels seen at properties like the Streets of St. Charles.

Summary of Supply within Peer Cities
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Retail Demand
Two primary methodologies were used to quantify demand for retail uses in the study area:


Retail Gap Analysis—This analysis measures residentially‐driven demand for retail goods and services
within a market area. The results quantify retail leakage (where a certain type of retail is under‐
represented in the community and residents are going elsewhere to purchase the products) as well
as retail surplus (where a particular type of retail is successfully drawing customers from outside the
market area). The data from this analysis will be used in the development of a market strategy for
Frenchtown—identifying opportunities for retail differentiation where the corridor may be well‐
positioned to succeed.



Retail Buying Power Analysis—This analysis estimates how much retail can be supported by both
existing and new residents, workers, and tourists within the study area.

A majority of the spending that supports Frenchtown is going to come from those who live nearby. The
13,000 people within a 5‐minute drive of the corridor will likely be frequent visitors to any new retail along
Clark Street, with additional support coming from a larger area. A ten‐minute drive time was the primary
focus of the retail gap analysis shown here.

Retail Purchasing Power
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The gap analysis shows surpluses in all categories, which means these retailers are drawing customers from
outside the market area to spend money. Some of these surpluses are occurring in segments which are
generally not compatible in a small neighborhood corridor such as general merchandise stores (like Walmart
or Target). The market area seems to have a distinct competitive advantage for restaurants and bars, which is
not surprising given the number of establishments on Main Street and elsewhere within the market area.
Restaurants and bars are often the building blocks of any successful walkable retail corridor and should be
specifically targeted as key tenants for the Clark Street intersections.

Residentially-Driven Retail Demand: Retail Gap Summary (10-Minute Drive)
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